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The remarkable true story of an Indian man who spent 22
years chiseling a massive gap in a mountain out of love for
his dead wife hits cinema screens. Dashrath Manjhi, an

impoverished laborer from India’s lowest caste, embarked on the
monumental endeavor after his wife died in 1959 after an acci-
dent, because she had not been able to receive urgent medical
care in time.

Getting to the nearest town involved going around the moun-
tain, a 55-kilometre journey, and Manjhi didn’t want other vil-
lagers to suffer the same fate. Working day and night he chipped
away at the mountain in Gehlour, in eastern Bihar state, using just
a hammer and a chisel, to reduce the distance to 15 kilometers by
cutting a direct path through rocks.  It took him until 1982 to cre-
ate the path, which is around 110 meters long and in some places
more than nine meters wide. 

“The story is beautiful and compelling. He made the impossi-
ble possible and his work has helped thousands,” said Bollywood
star Nawazuddin Siddiqui, who plays the lead role in “Manjhi - The
Mountain Man”. “The most difficult aspect was to capture the
madness. His work is extraordinary. He should be an inspiration

and an icon for the youth,” Siddiqui told AFP.
Manjhi died from cancer of the gall bladder in 2007, aged 73,

and was recognized with a state funeral in Bihar. He has been
quoted as saying that when he first started breaking the moun-
tain, locals thought he was crazy but later they changed their
minds. Even after Manjhi had finished, it took the local govern-
ment another three decades to convert it into a tarred road.

‘How did he achieve it?’ 
Bollywood filmmaker Ketan Mehta said his response was one

of disbelief when he first heard the story and he just knew he had
to make a movie about it. “People called him mad but how did he
achieve it singlehandedly? I went there and saw the mountain
and the path he had carved. It was inspiring,” Mehta told AFP. 

Siddiqui, whose film credits include “The Lunchbox”, plays
Manjhi from a young man right through to his later years. Indian
actress Radhika Apte plays Manjhi’s wife. “Manjhi - The Mountain
Man is a film about the human spirit and a monument to love.
Unfortunately too often we realise the value of a person only after
they die,” the director added. Raising funds for the production,

convincing people to support the film and shooting in remote
parts of India were some of the challenges Mehta faced, he said.

The film has also faced controversy. In 2013, filmmaker
Dhananjay Kapoor blocked its release, claiming that he had the
rights to Manjhi’s story.  However, the court dismissed the peti-
tion and ruled in favour of Mehta. Manjhi’s fame and the subse-
quent attention has also left members of his family disgruntled,
according to a report in the Times of India newspaper, which
quoted a relative complaining that many VIPs had visited their
home but had broken promises to help them out of poverty.

Mehta pieced his script together based on meetings with vil-
lagers and local journalists, and newspaper articles.  But the direc-
tor was forced to be imaginative when it came to the details of
Manjhi’s relationship with his wife. “The facts are facts but little is
known of the love story, which is where we have filled in the
blanks,” he said. — AFP 

Caitlyn Jenner could face a vehicular manslaughter
charge after sheriff’s investigators found she was driving
unsafely when she caused a chain-reaction crash that

killed a woman in February, officials said.
Investigators determined Jenner was driving at a speed

“unsafe for the prevailing road conditions,” Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department spokeswoman Nicole Nishida
said Thursday.

Jenner was hauling an off-road vehicle on a trailer behind
her Cadillac Escalade on Feb. 7 when she steered to avoid cars
slowing for a traffic light in front of her on the Pacific Coast
Highway in Malibu. Jenner was unable to stop in time and her
SUV rear-ended two cars, pushing a Lexus into oncoming traf-
fic and also hitting a Toyota Prius. The Lexus driver, 69-year-
old Kim Howe, was killed when her car was struck head-on by
a Hummer.

Daniel W Vomhof, an accident reconstructionist, said the
additional weight from towing a loaded trailer makes it more
difficult to stop a vehicle quickly. Sheriff’s officials do not make
official recommendations on charges. However, the investiga-
tion found enough evidence to support a vehicular
manslaughter count, Nishida said.

If convicted, Jenner could face up to one year in county jail.
Investigators will present their findings to the district attorney
by the end of August and that office will determine what, if
any, charges Jenner will face. Jenner’s attorney Blair Berk
declined comment. Because Jenner has no prior record, it’s
unlikely she would face any jail time if convicted, said Vomhof,

who’s testified in 3,500 cases. He said Jenner would more like-
ly face a fine or probation - or even an ultimately lesser charge
such as driving too fast for conditions.

Vomhof said Jenner’s experience towing a loaded trailer
may come into play in determining what’s ultimately charged,
as well as how detailed the police investigation was in record-
ing speeds and distances at the accident scene. The fatal crash
occurred months before Caitlyn Jenner’s transition. She was
formerly known as Bruce Jenner, the 1976 Olympic decathlon
champion and Kim Kardashian’s stepfather.

Howe’s stepchildren have filed suit against Jenner claiming
they’ve suffered enormous damages. The lawsuit by Dana
Redmond and William Howe does not specify how much they
are seeking. They claim Jenner was negligent when she collid-
ed with their stepmother’s car, causing them and other rela-
tives “great losses.”

Attorneys for Howe’s step-children, Dana Redmond and
William Howe, did not immediately return email messages
seeking comment. Another woman, Jessica Steindorff, who
was driving the Prius, also filed suit seeking unspecified dam-
ages. A phone message for Steindorff’s attorney, Brad Simon,
was not immediately returned Thursday. Jenner’s transition
has played out in public over the past several months. She’s
vowed to use her to celebrity platform to urge acceptance for
others who are transgender. — AP 

In this photograph, Indian actors Radhika Apte (left) and Nawajuddin Siddique pose for a
photograph. — AFP photos

In this photograph taken on August 17, 2015, Indian actor Nawajuddin Siddique poses for a photo-
graph during a promotional event for the forthcoming film ‘Manjhi the Mountain Man’ in Gaya. 

Caitlyn Jenner accepts the Arthur Ashe award for courage at the
ESPY Awards at the Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. — AP
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